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A self-consistent-field theory for interacting polymeric assemblies is formulated, implemented, and
tested using bispherical coordinates. The theory can treat interacting spherical assemblies of same
size and of different sizes. Possible generalization of the theory to ellipsoidal and cylindrical

























































The self-consistent-field~SCF! theory initiated by
Edwards1 has been applied to various problems.2 One of the
earliest applications, carried out by Dolan and Edwards,3 is
the stabilization of colloidal particles. Important to practic
applications of colloidal suspensions, this issue has been
tensively discussed and well documented.4–6 In general, col-
loidal particles gradually aggregate under the action of
der Waals interactions and/or electrostatic interactions.
prevent aggregation from happening, the suspension nee
be stabilized. A useful method, steric stabilization, is to
tach some polymers onto colloidal particles. The exclud
volume interaction between polymer segments introdu
steric hindrances between particles, therefore, induces re
sive interactions that stabilize the suspension. To study
problem, Dolan and Edwards, following the convention
theory,4–6 assumed that the particle size was so large, co
pared to the polymer size, that the attached polymers co
be regarded as being grafted onto planar surfaces. This
sumption enormously simplified the problem, leading to o
dimensional SCF equations that could be solved easily.
same assumption has been used in the subsequent stud
However, there are circumstances in which this assu
tion becomes unjustified and the particle’s curvature can
be ignored. For example, the nanoparticles used for d
delivery usually have diameters around 20–200 nm.7 How to
achieve stabilization and how to control the particle size
choosing a proper stabilizer are important problems to ph
maceutical industry.8,9 Obviously, because typical polymer
have sizes similar to these nanoparticles’, one no longer
regard the particle surface as planar. Polymeric syst
where this assumption becomes inadequate are abun
Dendrimers with polymers chemically bonded to their s
face end-groups, star polymers, copolymer micelles, and
on. Their manufacture, processing~e.g., stabilization!, and
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
roan@phys.nchu.tw7280021-9606/2002/116(16)/7283/12/$19.00



























manipulation are crucial to their applications in nanotechn
ogy, controlled drug delivery, etc. Therefore, it will be a
important advance if SCF theory can be directly applie
without appealing to the aforementioned assumption,
these assemblies.
To achieve this, SCF theory must be formulated a
solved in curvilinear coordinates where the essential ge
etry of the system can be more conveniently described.
ing curvilinear coordinates to solve SCF equations a
makes numerical implementation easier, less prone to er
and leads to higher efficiency and accuracy. These po
already have been recognized, so using curvilinear coo
nates to solve SCF equations is not new.10–12However, with
assumptions~for example, rotational symmetry or spheric
symmetry! that again reduce the problem to a on
dimensional problem, so far only the simplest cases~isolated
cylindrical and spherical assemblies! have been considered
Assemblies without spherical–rotational symmetry~e.g., mi-
celles formed by different polymers, miktoarm stars, de
drimers with spherically asymmetric functional groups, et!
and interactions between them, therefore, remain inac
sible to this approach. This deficiency can be resolved
introducing more sophisticated numerical techniques
solving partial differential equations~PDE! in higher
dimensions.13–15
This paper has two purposes. The first is to develo
new SCF approach for treating interacting polymeric asse
blies. The idea is simple: solve the SCF equations in
spherical coordinates. However, it takes a great amoun
numerical techniques to carry this out. We shall explain
details how to construct a bispherical coordinate system fr
a given configuration, how to discretize SCF equations,
how to implement a stable numerical method to solve
discretized SCF equations. The second purpose of this p
is to examine the validity of our formulation and impleme
tation. For this purpose, the Flory exponents and the resu
perturbation calculation16 for the gyration radiusRg of an
isolated homopolymer in good solvent will serve as a qu
titative benchmark test. We shall computeRg and show that
il:3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics





















































7284 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 16, 22 April 2002 J.-R. Roan and T. Kawakatsuour result can pass this stringent test. In a companion p
~Part II! we shall apply this new approach to re-examine
same problem that Dolan and Edwards attacked.3
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
briefly review the definition of bispherical coordinates a
give a convenient method for constructing a bispherical
ordinate system from a given configuration. We will defi
several meshes and discuss how to properly compute vol
integrals. In Sec. III we discuss numerical methods for so
ing the modified diffusion equation in SCF equations. As
nonlinear parabolic equation, the modified diffusion equat
in principle can be solved by the existing numerical metho
in literature.13 However, because of the nonlinearity, the
methods usually are quite complicated and time-consum
Instead, a simple scheme will be proposed for solving
modified diffusion equation. The validity of our scheme w
be tested in Sec. IV using the benchmark test mentio
above. Incidentally, the formulation developed in this sect
also can be used to study interactions between parti
coated by end-grafted homopolymers. This problem will
discussed in Part II.
II. BISPHERICAL COORDINATES AND BISPHERICAL
MESHES
Bispherical coordinates are particularly useful when
system is composed of either a sphere and a noninterse
infinite plane or two spheres~in which one sphere can b
either inside or outside the other!. Classical examples are th
electric capacitance between a sphere and a second s
that encompasses the former,17 the capacitance between
sphere and an infinite plane,18 and motion of two spheres in
a viscous fluid.19 In these classical examples bispherical c
ordinates make the problems more tractable by greatly s
plifying boundary conditions and algebraic manipulation
For numerical calculations, simplified boundary conditio
make implementation easy and transparent and lead to hi
accuracy. Hence, bispherical coordinates have been use
numerically compute interactions between two charged
loidal particles,20 heat and momentum transfer around tw
spheres in a stationary, viscous flow,21 electric conduction of
the small gap between two metallic spheres,22 initial configu-
ration of colliding black holes,23 and the in-line motion of
two spherical bubbles in a viscous flow.24
In bispherical coordinates, systems composed of
sphere outside the other sphere of equal or unequal size
a sphere and a nonintersecting infinite plane, and of a sp
inside a bigger sphere can be treated equally easily. For p
meric assemblies, examples of these systems are: intera
spherical micelles~two nonintersecting spheres!, a polymer-
coated colloidal particle approaching the container’s wal~
sphere and a nonintersecting infinite plane!, and a star poly-
mer trapped in a pore during size-exclusion chromatogra
~a sphere inside the other!.25 By restricting the range of the
azimuthal angle, more complicated systems such as
neighboring ‘‘mushrooms’’ on an infinite plane can also
treated. For simplicity, we shall consider only systems w
































A standard reference for curvilinear coordinates a
their use in solving PDEs is Ref. 17. Bispherical coordina
~h, u, f! can be obtained from applying the following coo










wherea is the distance from the origin, defined byh50 and
u5p, to the poles,h56`. The transformation betwee












The ‘‘infinity’’ in Cartesian coordinates is given in bispher
cal coordinates ash50 and u50, while the infinity h5
6` in bispherical coordinates is given in Cartesian coor
nates asz56a.
Figure 1 sketches surfaces with constant coordinate
the bispherical coordinate system. Surfaceh5h0 is a sphere
FIG. 1. Surfaces with constant coordinates in the bispherical coordi
system. Solid curves: Surfaces with constantu; broken curves: Surfaces with
constanth. The line between the two poles,h56`, hasu5p. Thez axis
of the corresponding Cartesian coordinate system is given byu50 andu
































7285J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 16, 22 April 2002 Interacting polymeric assemblies. Iof radiusa/u sinhh0 u centered atz5a cothh0, i.e., in terms
of Cartesian coordinates, x21y21(z2a cothh0)
2
5(a/ sinhh0)
2. Surfaceu5u0 is the surface formed by rotat
ing the arc sliced off from the circle (x2a cotu0)
21z2
5(acscu0)
2 by the half-planex.0: if u0,p/2, the surface
is pumpkin-shaped, otherwise, it is spindlelike, and the s
face u05p/2 is a sphere,x
21y21z25a2. The surfacef
5f0 is simply a half-plane edged by thez axis.
The metric coefficients~called ‘‘scale factors’’ in Ref.
























2 G . ~2.3!
B. Constructing a bispherical coordinate system from
a given configuration
In bispherical coordinates, systems composed of
sphere outside the other sphere of equal or unequal size,
sphere and a nonintersecting infinite plane, and of a sp
inside a bigger sphere differ only in the range of the coor
nate h. For convenience, these systems will be cal
sphere–sphere, sphere–plane, and sphere-in-sphere sys
We now discuss how to uniquely construct a bispherical
ordinate system for each system.
Consider two spheres 1 and 2, with radiiR1 and R2 ,
respectively. If they form a sphere–sphere system,
center-to-center distanceD satisfiesD.R11R2 . On the
other hand, if they form a sphere-in-sphere system, we
designate the inner sphere as sphere 1, so thatR1,R2 and
the center-to-center distanceD satisfies 0,D,R22R1 . For
both cases, leth.0 in the region where the sphere 1
located, then the three parametersR1 , R2 , andD uniquely
define a bispherical coordinate system. Following the con










b2 S 11 1a4D2 2a2 S 11 1b2D .









cosh21S x2D , ~2.4!












[H sinh21~a sinhh1!.0, for sphere-in-sphere
2sinh21~a sinhh1!,0, for sphere-sphere
.
Let D1 and D2 be the distances from sphere centers to
origin of the coordinate system~defined byh50 andu5p!.
According to the system’s geometry
D5H D22D1 , for sphere-in-sphereD21D1 , for sphere-sphere.








Determination ofh6, D1 , D2 , and a completes the con-
struction.
Now consider the sphere–plane system. The sphere
radius R1 , and its mirror image with respect to the plan
form a sphere–sphere system just considered. According





and the coordinate for the sphere is still given by Eq.~2.4!.
The coordinate for the infinite plane is trivial:h50 ~cf. Fig.
1!. The parametera is given bya5R1 sinhh
1. These com-
plete the construction.
One can define a local spherical coordinate syst
(r ,Q6 ,F) for each sphere. Note that on sphere surfaces
polar coordinateQ6 does not coincide with the polar coo
dinateu of the associated bispherical coordinate system.
Q650 whenu50, Q65p when u5p, and F50 when







uh6u S a sinhhQ~h,u!2a cothh6D , ~2.5!
F5f.
It is not difficult to see that, becauseh6→6` asD→`, u,
andQ6 coincide on the sphere surface when the spheres~or
the sphere and the plane! are far apart. When the two sphere
are drawn closer,u andQ6 no longer coincide. For example
the equatorQ65p/2 corresponds tou5cos
21(1/coshh6),
which is less thanp/2 for finite h6 ~i.e., for finite sphere
radii!. BecauseQ6 is fixed with respect to the spheres, E
~2.5! will be useful when, for example, one wants to impo
different conditions on the two hemispheres,Q6,p/2 and
Q6.p/2.
Once a bispherical coordinate system has been c
structed, the next step is to discretize differential operat
by a mesh. For simplicity, only systems with axial symme
will be considered, so the third coordinatef will be dropped
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The detailed procedure of mesh construction is given in A
pendix A.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING THE
MODIFIED DIFFUSION EQUATION




where D̃ is constant and the self-consistent fieldV(r) de-
pends onc(r,t) at all ‘‘times’’ t, making Eq.~3.1! nonlinear.
According to Eqs.~2.1!–~2.3!, the modified diffusion equa











The domain over which the modified diffusion equation
defined is given in Eq.~A1!. Symmetry requires Neuman
boundary conditions foru
]ucuu5050, ]ucuu5p50, ~3.3!
while the boundary conditions forh depend on the nature o
the system. Since the coefficient of the]u term on the right-
hand side of Eq.~3.2! diverges asu→0 andu→p, this term
must be treated carefully. The singularity can be removed




















and Eq.~3.2! reduces to
] tc5D̃
Q2
a2 S ]h2c2 sinhhQ ]hc12]u2c D1Vc. ~3.4!
asu→0 andu→p.
In the following Section and in Appendix B, the finit
difference~FD! method and the alternating direction implic
~ADI ! method for solving Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.4! will be pre-
sented. A simple way to test these methods and the cor
ness of numerical implementation is to solve the ordin
diffusion equation, i.e., Eq.~3.1! with V50. Result of this
simple test~not shown! shows that these methods work qu
well and that the difference betweenh-u and h-Q meshes
~see Appendix A! is small. Further test of these methods w
be given in Sec. IV.
A. The finite difference method
Since the bispherical mesh defined in Appendix A is





second derivatives over uniform meshes do not apply.
nonuniform meshes, it is convenient to use the algorit
developed by Fornberg26 to find the desired FD formulas
Fornberg’s algorithm can efficiently generate FD expressi
for derivatives of any order to arbitrary order of accuracy
any one-dimensional mesh. Writingc(h i ,u j ) as c i , j , the
FD expressions for]h , ]h
2, ]u , and]u
2 up to 2kth order of
accuracy in Dh[maxi(hi112hi) and Du[maxj(uj112uj)
are
]hc i , j5 (
m52k
k
g i , j
~1,m!c i 1m, j1O~~Dh!
2k12!, ~3.5a!
]h
2c i , j5 (
m52k
k
g i , j
~2,m!c i 1m, j1O~~Dh!
2k12!, ~3.5b!
]uc i , j5 (
m52k
k
z i , j
~1,m!c i , j 1m1O~~Du!
2k12!, ~3.5c!
]u
2c i , j5 (
m52k
k
z i , j
~2,m!c i , j 1m1O~~Du!
2k12!, ~3.5d!
whereg i , j
(1,m) , g i , j
(2,m) , z i , j
(1,m) , and z i , j
(2,m) are FD coefficients
that can be obtained with Fornberg’s algorithm.27 The FD
method is usually called an FD2k method if the order of
accuracy is 2k. For example, if 2k52, the method will be
called an FD2 method. Usually, 2k<4.
The FD formulas Eq.~3.5! must comply with the bound-
ary conditions. For example, the boundary conditions E
~3.3! require ]uc i ,050 and ]uc i ,Nu50. Therefore, in Eq.
~3.5! we must use
c i ,215c i ,1 , c i ,Nu115c i ,Nu21 ,
for FD2 method and
c i ,215c i ,1 , c i ,225c i ,2 ,
c i ,Nu115c i ,Nu21 , c i ,Nu125c i ,Nu22 ,
for FD4 method. Boundary conditions inh coordinate can be
similarly implemented.13–15
Substituting Eqs.~3.5! into Eq. ~3.2!, the discretized
modified diffusion equation is
] tc i , j5D̃ (
m52k
k FQi , j2a2 g i , j~2,m!
2
Qi , j sinhh i
a2
g i , j
~1,m!Gc i 1m, j1D̃ (
m52k




coshh i cosu j21
sinu j
z i , j
~1,m!Gc i , j 1m1Vi , jc i , j .
~3.6!
When u j50 or p, according to Eq.~3.4!, the discretized
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m52k
k FQi , j2a2 g i , j~2,m!2 Qi j sinhh ia2 g i , j~1,m!Gc i 1m, j
1D̃ (
m52k
k F2Qi , j2a2 z i , j~2,m!Gc i , j 1m1Vi , jc i , j . ~3.7!
Note that all the quantities in the square brackets in E
~3.6! and ~3.7! can be determined as soon as the mesh
generated, so they should be computed and stored be
hand.
The so-called ADI method can solve Eqs.~3 6! and~3.7!
efficiently. Although this method has been we
documented,13 as mentioned in Sec. I, our ADI method fo
solving Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7! is different from the conven-
tional ADI method. Appendix B presents the details of o
method.
IV. BENCHMARK TEST: RADIUS OF GYRATION OF A
SINGLE CHAIN
Edwards1 has analytically showed that SCF theory give
asymptotically, Flory exponents, i.e., the exponents in
scaling equation for the radius of gyration of a homopolym
chain of lengthN: Rg
N;vmNn, where v is the excluded-
volume parameter. According to his work, SCF givesm
51/5, n53/5. This should serve as a benchmark test for a
numerical method for solving SCF equations. Furthermo
we shall argue that it is possible to make this benchmark
quantitative by taking result of perturbation calculation.16 In
this section our formulation and implementation will b
placed in the crucible of this quantitative test.
A. Formulation
Consider homopolymers of lengthN6 uniformly end-
grafted, with grafting densitys6, onto two spheres, spec
fied by h6 in a bispherical coordinate system~Fig. 2!. Let
r i(n) be the position of segmenton thei th polymer and let
a andb be the indices for polymers grafted onto spheresh1
andh2, respectively.~The reader should not confuse indic
a andb here with the parametersa andb in Sec. II B.! The
partition functionZ for the system is given by28
FIG. 2. The system considered in Sec. IV A. The two spheres, with radiR1
andR2 , are specified in the associated bispherical coordinate system bh
1
andh2, respectively. No adsorption takes place between the free segm



























whereN denotes the kinetic part ofZ andH0 andU are the




Ni S ]r i~n!]n D
2
dn,










The d-functions in Eq.~4.1! impose the constraint that th
density of grafted segmentsf0
6(r) is uniform on the sphere




Note that in Eq.~4.2! the factor hh is included because
f0
6(r) will be treated as a surface quantity rather than
quantity distributing over a narrow volume@h6,h61Dh#
~cf. Appendix C!.
The density of free segments~i.e., segments that are no








The free-segment densityf f
2(r) associated with sphereh2
can be similarly defined. The total free-segment dens








6(r) for the constraints in
Eq. ~4.1! and a ~self-consistent! field v(r) for the coarse-
grained variablef f(r), the standard procedure
29 gives
v~r!5E V~r2r8!f~r8!dr8, ~4.3!





2 f 1 lnF E G1~r,N1!drG2 f 2 lnF E G2~r,N2!drG
2E @v~r!f f~r!1v01~r!f01~r!1v02~r!f02~r!#dr,
~4.4!





































~The boundary conditions forG6(r,n) and Ḡ(r,n), defined
below, will be discussed in Sec. IV B.! The standard proce
dure also gives, in terms ofG6(r,n), the free-segment den
sity f f
















]nḠ~r,n!5Fb26 ¹22v~r!GḠ~r,n!, Ḡ~r,0!51. ~4.7!









whereK is an unknown quantity independent ofh andu. K
has the dimension of length and it may depend on quant
like interparticle distance. Nevertheless, Eqs.~4 4!–~4.6!
shows that, as long asK is independent ofh andu, its value
will not affect the free energyF and segment densitiesf f
6(r)
andf0
6(r). This allows us to setK51 and forget it@except
its dimension, which makesG6(r,n) dimensionless# in the







Applying Eq.~4.8! in Eq. ~4.4!, the mean-field free energyF





2 E V~r2r8!f~r!f~r8!drdr8, ~4.11!
is the enthalpy due to segment–segment interactionDownloaded 01 Feb 2010 to 130.34.135.21. Redistribution subject to AIPe
s
S5 f 1 lnF E G1~r,N1!drG1 f 2 lnF E G2~r,N2!drG
1E v~r!f f~r!dr, ~4.12!
is the chain conformation entropy~constant factors that mak




is the energy needed to pin the grafted segments at the g
ing sites. Equations~4.10!–~4.13! are different from those
used in previous SCF studies. They will be further discus
in Part II.
The formulation has been so far for homopolymers u
formly end-grafted onto two spheres. However, if the tw
spheres are far apart and if their radii are about the size
segment, withf 151 and f 250 the system can be regarde
as an isolated homopolymer chain, with which one can co
pute the Flory exponents. We will discuss how to obta
these exponents after discussing boundary conditions
Eqs.~4.7! and ~4.9!.
B. Boundary conditions
If the spheres are regarded as substrates onto which
chains are grafted, the boundary conditions on the sph




Taking n50 in Eq. ~4.14!, we see that the ‘‘initial’’ condi-
tions specified in Eqs.~4.7! and~4.9! are not consistent with
Eq. ~4.14!. This inconsistency, called boundar
singularity,13,31 makes numerical solution near the bounda
unreliable and the study of boundary layer phenomen
great challenge. To reduce the region being affected by
boundary singularity, a quick remedy is to take the avera
of the initial and boundary conditions.13,32 This trick, how-
ever, does not work here because Eqs.~4.5! and~4.6! do not
depend on how the initial values in Eqs.~4.7! and ~4.9! are
chosen, as long as they are nonzero. Besides this quick
edy, there are two more sophisticated methods in pop
use:~i! refining the mesh and~ii ! removing the singularity by
coordinate transformation which expands the boundar13
However, we shall not use these sophisticated methods
stead, we shall follow the trick proposed by DiMarzio30 and
Dolan and Edwards3 which places the boundary and impo
Eq. ~4.14! one step~whose size is smaller than the segme
sizeb! beyond where the initial conditions are imposed. Th
prescription, popular in polymer community, is somewha
mixture of the two methods just mentioned. It makes t
problem free of boundary singularity. license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
ed at
ed
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Downloaded 01 FeTABLE I. The number of iterations needed forl50.12 ande51.031025. Since for largeN the memory
needed may exceed machine capacity, data are stored everyn segments, wheren depends on the memory
available. Data shown here were obtained by settingN51000 as the maximal number of segments stored~i. .,
n51, for N<1000 andn5N/1000 forN.1000) so the sudden increase in the number of iterations need
N52000 is due to this memory-saving trick because when usingN5500 andN52000 as the maximum, where
the sudden increase appears changes accordingly. The effect of this memory-saving trick on the computR̃g is
small, about 1024.
Iterations N5100 N5200 N5500 N51000 N52000 N55000 N513104
v50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v51 84 84 84 84 91 99 105
v52 89 89 89 89 96 105 110
v53 92 92 92 92 99 108 114
v54 94 94 94 94 102 110 116






















eg-On the other hand, if the spheres are so small that t
can be regarded as a point or a segment unit, symmetry
quires that the boundary conditions forG6(r,n) andḠ(r,n)
be33
n̂•¹G6~r,n!uh5h650, n̂•¹Ḡ~r,n!uh5h650, ~4.15!
where the unit vectorn̂ is normal to the sphere surfac
Equation ~4.15! defines Neumann boundary conditions
the sphere surfaces. When Eq.~4 15! is combined with the
initial conditions, Eqs.~4.7! and~4.9!, the field may be over-
determined. Therefore, in practical computation, it is be
to also place the boundary condition Eq.~4.15! one step
beyond where the initial conditions are imposed. That
DiMarzio’s prescription should also be used for this case
Of course, one cannot impose both Eqs.~4 14! and
~4.15! at the same time for systems with small spheres.
these systems, which boundary condition is appropriate
depend on what properties one is interested in. For exam
if one is interested in the large-scale behavior of long cha
grafted on spheres with radii'segment size, Eqs.~4.14! and
~4.15! do not make much difference. However, if one is i
terested in the surface behavior of the grafted chains,
should rescale the problem so that the spheres are bigg
the rescaled system and the Dirichlet condition, Eq.~4.14!, is
more adequate. Rescaling and its limitations will be d
cussed in Part II.
C. Result
Taking the segment-segment interaction to be












is the excluded-volume parameter whose dimension








Equations~4.5!–~4.7!, ~4.9!, and ~4.16! constitute a set of
SCF equations. Equations~4.7! and ~4.9! can be solved by
the methods presented in Sec. III and Appendix B. The in
grals in Eq.~4.5! are computed using formulas given in Ap
pendix A, Sec. 2.
With f 151, f 250, N15N, andR15R25b/2, at large
D the system can be regarded as a homopolymer chai
length N plus an ignorable segment unit. To find the Flo
exponents, we must calculate the radius of gyration of
homopolymer chain. Consider integral







1 is the center of the spher
h1, rn is the position of segmentn, and angular brackets
denote average over equilibrium distribution. Since the s
ments can be labeled from 0 to2N as well




and the spheres can be regarded as segment units (R15R2
5b/2), the following approximation:81
85
7
TABLE II. The value ofR̃g calculated by SCF.
(R̃g)SCF N5100 N5200 N5500 N51000 N52000 N55000 N51310
4
v50 1.005 02 1.004 98 1.004 90 1.004 86 1.004 84 1.004 82 1.004
v51 1.269 39 1.328 06 1.414 40 1.488 00 1.569 61a 1.692 02b 1.796 84
v52 1.385 50 1.459 86 1.568 37a 1.660 27 1.761 81c 1.913 68 2.043 65
v53 1.467 50 1.552 24 1.675 58 1.779 88 1.895 03 2.067 29 2.214
v54 1.532 67 1.625 42 1.760 33c 1.874 35 2.000 27 2.188 73 2.350 39
v55 1.587 51 1.686 93b 1.831 48 1.953 68 2.088 66 2.290 85 2.464 4
av2N52000.
bv2N55000.






















and IV. As a mean-field theory, SCF’sn is expected to pass
7290 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 16, 22 April 2002 J.-R. Roan and T. KawakatsuE f1~r!~r2r01!2dr'12 E K E2NN d~r2rn!dnL ~r2r01!2dr,
holds. That is, as far as the quantity*f1(r)(r2r0
1)2dr is
concerned, a system with one chain of lengthN grafted onto
the sphereh1 can be approximated by a system consisting
one chain of length 2N11 whose mid-point segment is fixe
at r0
1 . If the two spheres are far apart, the density fie
f1(r) should be symmetric with respect tor0
1 , so r0
1 will
coincide with the center-of-massrG
1 of a chain of lengthN
















N is the radius of gyration of a chain of lengthN.
Apparently, whenN gets larger, the approximation becom






By checking the scaling ofRg
N versusv andN, we will
know whether the SCF calculation correctly reproduces
Flory exponent, as expected. To check whether the calc
tion is quantitatively correct, we need more accurate kno
edge aboutRg
N . We know thatRg










N'F 11S 5541052 33952592p D z
11S 163 2 33952592p D z G
1/2
R~z!,
TABLE III. The Flory exponentn in Rg
N;vmNn and the square of the
associated correlation coefficientr ~Ref. 35!, determined from Table II.
v50 v51 v52 v53 v54 v55
n 0.499 0.575 0.584 0.589 0.592 0.595








2 S 32p D
3/2
@1, ~4.19!





In Eq. ~4.19! R(z) is the square root of swelling~ratio of the
mean square end-to-end distance of an excluded-vol
chain,R2, to that of a Gaussian chain! and the prefactor in
the square bracket is the ratio of (Rg
N)2 to R2/6. As z→`,34
Eq. ~4.19! correctly gives Flory exponents: Rg
N
→(0.36)b2/5v1/5N3/5. This in turn gives R̃g
→(0.88)b23/5v1/5N1/10 for z→`. On the other hand, accord
ing to Edwards,1 SCF givesR̃g→Cb23/5v1/5N1/10, whereC is
an unknown proportional constant, asz→`. Therefore, if
the SCF calculation is correct, we should ha
(R̃g)SCF/(R̃g)Eq. (4.19)→constant asz→`.
Our SCF calculations for this benchmark test were do
with b51 and R15R250.5, namely, each sphere was r
garded as a segment@Neumann boundary condition Eq
~4.15! being used#. To avoid interference,D51000, f 151,
N15N, and f 250, N250 were used. The FD2 metho
with step sizeDn50.1 and anh-u mesh with Nh
15Nh
2
550 and Nu510 were employed to solve Eqs.~4.7! and
~4.9!. A rather smallNu was used because thef1(r) was
expected to be spherically symmetric around the sphere1
when D is large. The excluded-volume parameterv was
tuned from 0 to 5.@When the density fieldf1(r) becomes
negative anywhere in the system, the step sizeDn must be
reduced.Dn50.1 is good for all cases withN<10 000 and
v<5.# Except for the initial step, where the fieldv(r) was
set to zero, each SCF step started with a guess onv(r):29
vnew(r)5v(r)1l@v8(r)2v(r)#, where v8(r) was ob-
tained from Eq.~4.16! using thef(r) computed from last
SCF step and the relaxation parameterl50.12. The conver-
gence criterion was maxruvnew(r)2v(r)u,e and e51.0
31025 was used. The numbers of iterations needed to sat
this criterion are listed in Table I. This table shows that t
rate of convergence does not deteriorate asN grows and is
rather insensitive tov.
Table II shows the value ofR̃g from SCF calculations.
Since the system is two-dimensional~ xial symmetry is as-
sumed!, the radius of gyration calculated from Eq.~4.17!
must be multiplied byA2/3 to account for the suppresse
third dimension. Linear regression was used to determine
Flory exponentsm andn. The results are shown in Tables ITABLE IV. The Flory exponentm in Rg
N;vmNn and the square of the associated correlation coefficientr ~Ref.
35!, determined from Table II.
N5100 N5200 N5500 N51000 N52000 N55000 N510 000
m 0.139 0.148 0.160 0.169 0.177 0.188 0.196
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Downloaded 01 FeTABLE V. R̃g obtained from Eqs.~4.18! and ~4.19! with N52N11.
(R̃g)Eq.(4.19) N5100 N5200 N5500 N51000 N52000 N55000 N51310
4
v50 1.000 00 1.000 00 1.000 00 1.000 00 1.000 00 1.000 00 1.000
v51 1.646 63 1.741 92 1.881 83 1.998 73 2.125 67a 2.309 79b 2.462 18
v52 1.846 84 1.960 35 2.125 82a 2.263 26 2.411 88c 2.626 64 2.803 85
v53 1.981 10 2.106 13 2.287 82 2.438 36 2.600 87 2.835 31 3.028
v54 2.084 55 2.218 19 2.412 05c 2.572 44 2.745 40 2.994 70 3.200 01


































dethe renormalization-group value,16 n50.5885, and ap-
proaches Flory’s mean-field value,n50.6, asv increases.
Table III clearly shows this behavior.
Now we turn to a more quantitative evaluation of o
SCF results. Sincev andN appear in the dimensionless p
rameterz only through the productv2(2N11)'2v2N, a
chain withv51 andN52000 is expected to have anR̃g very
close to that of a chain withv52 and N5500. Table II
shows that the two cases do have very closeR̃g . This is also
true for the pair of chains withv52, N52000 andv54,
N5500, and for the pair withv55, N5200 andv51, N
55000. Table V gives the values ofR̃g computed from Eqs.
~4.18! and~4.19! for the same set ofv andN for which SCF
calculations were performed. Table VI shows the ratio
SCF’s R̃g ~Table II! to perturbation calculation’sR̃g ~Table
V!. For v50, SCF’s result agrees with Eq.~4.18! very well.
For vÞ0, as expected, the ratio approaches a limit'0.728 as
v2N increases. It appears that the ratio stops decrea
monotonically for chains withv2N>40 000. This is becaus
the error introduced by poor sampling in Eq.~4 17! when the
radius of gyration is big. Figure 3 shows that, in the sphe
sphere system, the sampling may become very crude if
chain is so long that near the ‘‘edge’’ of the density fie
f1(r), the density drops too quickly. This can be improv
by increasingNh
1 and Nh
2 so that the density field receive
more sampling. In any case, this problem is not essentia
we can conclude that Table VI proves that our formulat
and implementation are correct.
V. CONCLUSION
We conclude from results in Sec. IV that our formulatio
and numerical implementation work sufficiently well and a
curately. In a companion paper~II ! they will be employed to
investigate interactions between spherical particles coate








sis of the SCF equations derived above will be given in P
II @J. Chem. Phys.116, 7295 ~2002!, following paper# as
well. Finally, we note that in principle the method develop
in this paper can be generalized to studying interactions
tween ellipsoidal assemblies and between cylindrical ass
blies.
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APPENDIX A: BISPHERICAL MESHES
1. Mesh generation
According to the construction given in Sec. II B, the d
main over which the system is defined is delineated b
rectangle inh-u space
h2<h<h1, 0<u<p. ~A1!
It is straightforward to discretizeu. Uniform meshes are mos




, j 50,1,...,Nu , ~A2!
and call it au-mesh. Since theu-mesh allocates half of the
points within the sphereu5p/2, when the two spheres ar
very close or when they have very different sizes, one ne





TABLE VI. The ratio of R̃g computed by SCF to that obtained from Eq.~4 19!.
Ratio N5100 N5200 N5500 N51000 N52000 N55000 N513104
v51 0.7709 0.7624 0.7516 0.7445 0.7384 0.7325 0.729
v52 0.7502 0.7447 0.7378 0.7336 0.7305 0.7286 0.728
v53 0.7408 0.7370 0.7324 0.7299 0.7286 0.7291 0.731
v54 0.7353 0.7328 0.7298 0.7286 0.7286 0.7309 0.734
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, j 50,1,...,Nu . ~A3!
This will be called aQ-mesh. One can easily transform
Q-mesh to a nonuniform mesh inu by Eq. ~2.5!.
The discretization ofh, on the other hand, is more com
plicated because the point at infinity, (h50,u50), is in-
cluded in the domain defined by Eq.~A1! whenh2,0 ~i.e.,
the sphere–sphere system!. It is preferable to use a mesh th
includes this point, especially when one wants to impo
asymptotical boundary conditions or to check whether
solution approaches the expected asymptote. First cons
the sphere–sphere system. When the spheres have diff
sizes,h1Þuh2u, so a uniform mesh is likely to miss th
infinity point and the mesh has to be nonuniform. There
infinite ways to define nonuniform meshes. We shall follo
Cook’s work23 and define

















1 are the numbers o
mesh points withh,0 and withh.0, respectively. We shal
call the mesh defined by Eq.~A4! an h-mesh. Note that Eq
~A4! does not always lead to a monotonically increasing
quence$h i%, but this is not a problem because one can
ways order the sequence into a monotonically increasing
quence. WhenNh
2h15Nh
1uh2u, the h-mesh becomes
uniform, with equal spacingDh5h1/Nh
1 . The parameters
Nh
6 should be properly chosen such that the biggest sph
~defined byh5h61! and the planeh050 are close enough
that one can check whether the desired asymptote is
proached smoothly.
FIG. 3. h-u-meshes for a sphere–sphere system formed by spheres of
size~upper left!, a sphere–sphere system formed by spheres of unequa
~upper right!, a sphere–plane system~lower left!, and a sphere-in-spher












For the sphere–plane system, because the lower bo
of the domain,h5h2, coincides withh50, it is always





, i 50,...,Nh . ~A5!
Finally, consider the sphere-in-sphere system. Obviously,
point at infinity is excluded, so the uniform mesh Eq.~A5! is
applicable.
We have defined two types of mesh, theu-mesh and the
Q-mesh, for the polar coordinateu, and one type of mesh
the h-mesh, for the coordinateh. Figure 3 sketchesh-u-
meshes for the sphere–sphere~with spheres of equal and
unequal sizes!, sphere–plane, and sphere- in-sphere syste
Besides these meshes, one can devise meshes for sp
purpose. For example, a set of nonuniform meshes for
sphere–plane system has been proposed in Ref. 36. We
confine ourselves mainly to theh-u mesh in the following.
When the azimuthal coordinatef is included, the
u-mesh, Eq.~A2!, is inadequate because the coefficient of t
]f
2 term in Eq.~2.3! is unbounded whenj 50 and j 5Nu .
This problem can be solved by modifying Eq.~A2!, for ex-
ample, by shifting each mesh point byp/(2Nu) . The advan-
tages of Eq.~A2! are ~i! it includes thez axis, where sym-
metry requires]uc50 ~ii ! it includes the infinity, (h50,u
50). By shifting the mesh byp/(2Nu), u50 andu5p will
be excluded. Fortunately, since]uc50 at u50 andu5p,
cubic spline will be an ideal tool15 to extrapolate the field to
u50 andu5p.
2. Volume integrals
Since the Jacobianhhhuhf→` when the infinity, ~h
50, u50!, is approached, quadrature must circumvent t
point. Following Ref. 15, for a functionc(x) defined over a



































which includes the upper end point but excludes the low
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integral overu must be calculated by the semi-open formu
Eq. ~A7!. If h iÞ0, the integral can be calculated by th
closed formula, Eq.~A6!. After the integral overu is done,
the integral overh and f can be computed by the close
formula.
Equations~A6! and~A7! requireN>7. If the integrated
function c(x) is sharply confined, these equations must
replaced with ordinary Simpson’s rule.15 For very sharply
confined functions, one may use surface integrals and
cretization ofd-functions discussed in Appendix C. If th
mesh is not uniform, as Eqs.~A6! and ~A7! require, as long
as the mesh is sufficiently fine, one can first interpolate
integrated function by bicubic spline15 before using Eqs.
~A6! and ~A7!.
APPENDIX B: THE ALTERNATING DIRECTION
IMPLICIT METHOD
In the ADI method the fieldc at next time stept1Dt is
obtained from advancingc by a half stepDt/2 along alter-
nating directions. Writingc(h i ,u j ;tn) and c(h i ,u j ;tn
1Dt/2), wheretn5nDt, asc i , j
n and c i , j* , respectively, the
ADI method for Eq.~3.6! is





k FQi , j2a2 g i , j~2,m!2 Qi , j sinhh ia2 g i , j~1,m!G
3c i 1m, j* 2
Dt
4
Vi , jc i , j*






k FQi , j2a2 z i , j~2,m!1 Qi , ja2
3
coshh i cosu j21
sinu j
z i , j
~1,m!Gc i , j 1mn 1 Dt4 Vi , jc i , jn , ~B1!
for propagation inh-direction and










coshh i cosu j21
sinu j
z i , j
~1,m!Gc i , j 1mn11 2 Dt4 Vi , jc i , jn11





k FQi , j2a2 g i , j~2,m!2 Qi , j sinhh ia2 g i , j~1,m!G
3c i 1m, j* 1
Dt
4
Vi , jc i , j* , ~B2!
for propagatingc in u-direction. The ADI equations for Eq
~3.7! can be written down similarly. Note that in Eqs.~B1!
and ~B2! the fieldV(r) is regarded as a function ofr, inde-
pendent of the fieldc(r,t), and the termVc is split and
distributed evenly on both sides. As mentioned in Sec. I,
is different from the methods for treating nonlinearity giv
in literature.13 We will see in Sec. IV that this treatment
valid and it gives satisfactory result.
Knowing $c i , j
n % and $Vi , j%, the right side of Eq.~B1! is





$c i , j
n11%, the solution of Eq.~B2!. If all the boundary condi-
tions have been imposed, Eqs.~B1! and ~B2! will be tridi-
agonal ~for FD2! or pentadiagonal~for FD4! linear equa-
tions, which can be solved efficiently by the Thom
algorithm for band diagonal systems.13–15 In Eqs. ~B1! and
~B2! the solution is propagated alongh-direction first, fol-
lowed by propagation inu-direction. The order of propaga
tion is indeed unimportant and the final solution will not b
discernibly affected. The magics of the ADI method is th
although the intermediate solutionc* may be unrealistically
weird, the second step makes it terrestrial. This is simpl
manifestation of the method’s unconditional stability.13
The advantages of the ADI method include~i! it is un-
conditionally stable for linear problems, so largeDt ’s are
allowed,~ii ! it leads to band diagonal systems which can
solved economically, and~iii ! it is second-order accurate i
time and space. These advantages make it tempting to
eralize the above ADI equations to three-dimensional pr
lems with the azimuthal anglef being included. However
stability analysis shows that, because the symmetry in
amplification factors no longer exists, this method is n
mally unstable in three dimensions.13 There are, fortunately
modified ADI methods suitable for both two and three d
mensions. The reader is referred to Ref. 13 for further
tails.
APPENDIX C: SURFACE INTEGRALS
There are two ways to discretize surface quantities s
as the grafted-segment densityf0
6(r)in Sec. IV A. The first
is to regard the quantityc(r) described by ad-function as a
sharply confined quantity that nevertheless occupies s
volume. Therefore, the so-called surface integral should
done as a special case of volume integral. For example
c(r)5c(h,u)}d(h2h j ), its volume integral is given by
E c~h,u!dr52pDfH DhF E0pc~h,u!hhhuhfG
h5h j
J ,
according to Eq.~A8!, so the discretization ofc(r) is
c~r!5H c~h j ,u!, i 5 j0, iÞ j .
If this convention is used, we can writec(r) as c(r)
5c(h j ,u)d(h2h j ) and carry out all surface integrals usin
Eq. ~A8!. This is the convention used in Ref. 37. Altern
tively, c(r) can be regarded as a real surface quantity t








For this convention, we writec(r) as c(r)5c(h j ,u)d(h
2h j )/hh and discretize it according to
c~r!5H c~h j ,u!hh~h j ,u!Dh , i 5 j
0, iÞ j
.
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